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About Programme: LLM in Constitutional Law and Legal Order at Sardar Patel University is Four semesters
post-graduation programme is designed for those, who are interested to learn fundamental way a country is
governed, for example certain legislatures are central to a country’s constitutional law, such as human rights.
Constitutional law differs according to each respective nation, although the three main areas all countries usually
cover are customary law, statutory law and conventions. Constitutional laws govern the relationships between the
judiciary, the legislature and the executive with the bodies under its authority. LL.M. in Constitutional Law and
Legal Order offers study of the relationship of different entities within a state, vies, the Executive, the Legislature
and the Judiciary. Some nations don’t have constitutions as such; however, all have laws of the land that consist of
various consensual and imperative rules i.e. customary law, statutory law and conventions. Human rights and civil
liberties form an integral part of a nation’s constitutional laws and will play a key part in LL.M. in Constitutional
Law and Legal Order Group, and comparison between the perspectives of different countries, i.e. the United
States and the United Kingdom. In the United States, the law is based on the Constitution, a signed agreement
setting out the basic rights of United States citizens. The three main branches of this law are: Judicial, Legislative
and Executive. However, in the United Kingdom, there is no codified constitution, although there are many
parliamentary laws or statutes. Both nations have things in common and their constitutional laws are grounded in
history and politics.
PO1

This course is intended to highlight the History of Constitution of India, Concept of Fundamental Rights,
Fundamental Duties, and Directive Principles of State Policy, their evolution importance in our society in
present times, particularly in the era of globalisation, privatisation, and liberalisation.

PO2

PO3

On completion of this Master degree with specialisation in Constitutional Law and Legal Order students have
opportunity to work in law firms, be a legal advisor, be a Legal Associate, Advocate District, Session Judge
& Municipal Court.
The Constitution forms the basic structure of law of land, Thus, on completion of this Master degree
specialisation programme students will must be able to deal with violations related to the issues concerning to
Fundamental Rights and Duties and to assess any programme of social transformation with reference to them.

PO4

This program will develop comprehending and analytical skills in students which will enable them to become
responsible citizens.

PO5

This program will sensitize the learner about constitutional, rights, values, responsibilities and duties of the
citizens.

PSO1

The motive of this programme to develop the student’s skill in the field of engaging in advocacy to publicise
and reduce human rights violations, lobbying, litigation, writing case studies, reports on conditions around the
world and promoting human rights practices in social and political structures.

PSO2

This program will focus student’s attention to understand their responsibility being citizens and underlying
values of constitution.

PSO3

This program will develop the skills of research proposal, research report writing and presentation. Moreover,
this program will give students with an understanding of research, types of research, types of data, data
collection tools and statistical methods to undertake research.

PSO4

To grow proper orientation towards legal and professional education to become a skilled law teacher.

PSO5

This program gives an exposure to students to sharpen his/her career and future in the legal sector and
become a responsible citizen and individual and contribute to the Society.

To Pass

Course
Type

Core
Course
Elective
Course

(1)

A candidate must have at 70% of attendance in the each semester of the LL.M. programme and shall have
satisfactory performance in class participation, seminar, assignment of each paper and must have appeared in
the internal written test, to be Eligible for grant of the respective semester except Semester-IV in which there
will be no internal test.
(2)
A candidate for Semester-I if granted as prescribed in (1) above shall be allowed to proceed to Semester-II.
(3)
A candidate shall be allowed to proceed in Semester-III only after fully passing both Semester-I and
Semester-II.
(4)
A candidate shall be allowed to proceed to the semester-IV only after fully passing both Semester-I and
Semester-II and his/her Semester-III has been duly granted.
(5)
The candidate shall be eligible for the award of LL.M. Degree after successfully passing all papers/courses
of Semesters I, II, III & IV. The candidate will be allowed to appear in the respective End-Semester
Examination during validity of his LL.M. registration.
(6)
There shall be no ATKT or provision for exemption in the LL.M. Programme.
(7)
A candidate who fails in a paper/course due to failure in obtaining minimum marks in the internal head of
the paper/course, the marks obtained in attendance, class participation seminar, Assignment, Internal test
shall be carried forward till date validity of the registration and the terms granted continue.
The University Rules with regard to gracing of marks shall be followed.
Course Code

Name of Course

PL01CLCL51 Indian Constitutional Law The New
Challenges-I
PL01CLCL52 Law and Social Transformation in India
PL01ELCL51 Mass Media Law-I
PL01ELCL52 Human Rights-I
PL01ELCL53 Constitutionalism: Pluralism &
Federalism--I

Credit
Theory/
Practical
T

5

Exam
Duration
in hrs
3

T
T
T
T

5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3

Component of Marks
Internal External Total
Total
Total
Total
12/30
28/70
40/100
12/30
12/30
12/30
12/30

28/70
28/70
28/70
28/70

40/100
40/100
40/100
40/100

